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Chapter Outline
■■ Overview of paid search

 – Revenue from PPC versus other digital channels 

■■ How SEO and SEM work together

 – CTR, Landing Pages, Quality Scores 

 – Tying SEO and SEM to Long Tail marketing 

■■ Search engines and search advertising

 – A customer view of search marketing

 – Global market share/s

 – The economics of paid search

■■ Campaign creation and benefits 

■■ How PPC works 

 – Google AdWords—expanded keyword and text features

 – AdWords extensions 

■■ Best places to run SEA campaigns

 – Google AdWords

 – Bing (in the U.S.)

■■ Google shopping—PLAs and GDN

 – YouTube text overlays

■■ The future of search

 – Local and mobile

 – Voice interfaces, multi-media, specialized search engines

 – Social media and PPC (Facebook, Twitter, 

Key Objectives
■■ Understand the difference between Paid Search Advertising (PPC) and Search Engine Optimization 

(SEO).

■■ PPC is advertising is where marketers create advertisements targeted to specific keywords or key 
phrases and bid to show the advertisements against other marketers.

■■ Google AdWords is the leading paid search platform. Marketers create an account, launch a 
campaign, and organize ad groups by theme or value proposition. 

■■ The actual advertisements are part of an ad group and the creative (text copy) supports the message 
of the theme or value proposition.

■■ Google AdWords is the leading place to run search ads. The standard has recently expanded the 
amount of text for ads. 
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■■ Google Shopping and Amazon offer Product Listing Ads (PLAs) for commercial searches—PLA’s are 
more like data feeds of products than regular search ads.

■■ Mobile is impacting search by making location and personalization more important factors in 
marketing and search engine results.

■■ Voice is impacting search results as more searches are conducted through voice assistants, where 
ads are not available to marketers.

■■ Social is impacting search as people begin the path to purchase on social media sites instead of 
Google.

Teaching Notes 
■■ Slide 1: It’s important to note this chapter is the second half of Search Marketing. Search Engine 

Optimization has been covered; this will focus Paid Advertising (search engine advertising or PPC) 
and the strategies and tactics used. 

■■ Slide 3: Review the terminology—it’s good to note here that both SEO and PPC use similar 
terminology, and one can inform the other in terms of insights and learnings.

■■ Slide 4: Key points—this is the paid ads part of search marketing. Unlike SEO, this is easy and 
quick—you write and ad, put down a credit card, and can start getting traffic immediately. This is 
also how Google makes almost all of their profits! Even though only about 10-15% of the clicks go to 
paid ads, those clicks add up to billions.

■■ Slide 5: Marketers still love SEM (and PPC ads) because they work well and are well understood. 
Search ads also have the benefit of being accessible to businesses regardless of size—the small 
business owner can use them—no minimums or agencies necessary.

■■ Slides 6–8: The next section is review: how both SEO and PPC can work together. Paid search can 
get initial traffic to a website that allows a marketer to begin experimenting and optimizing landing 
pages and copy. The learnings about what keywords lead to conversion can identify SEO priorities as 
well.

PPC and SEO can both be started right away, but PPC delivers more immediate results. SEO takes 
longer but over time has big benefits, and the traffic continues—PPC traffic only comes when you 
buy ads.

One important note is that when both organic and paid results are on the same SERP’s, research 
shows that BOTH the paid and natural inks receive a lift in CTR –click through rates. This averages 
about 20% in the clicks they get. Researchers believe this is due to the increased screen real estate 
and the mutually reinforcing branding making users more likely to click.

■■ Slide 9: Optimizing landing pages (through content, key words, key word phrasing and linking 
strategies—Chapter 2) isn’t just good for SEO—if done properly the landing page can increase the 
Quality Score, which is an important component of the auction process for PPC ads (reviewed in 
more depth later). In other words good landing pages can lower the effective ad cost. (more on 
Quality Score later in this chapter)

■■ Slide 10: SEO and PPC should work together to keep branding and messaging consistent.
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■■ Slide 11: The analytics from both SEO and SEM/PPC can be used to identify high performing 
keywords. New keywords for ad campaigns can be found through SEO efforts, and the best 
performing keywords can be targeted for content and SEM efforts.

■■ Slide 12: Generally speaking, SEO tends to be focused on the more expensive and lower converting 
“head” keywords, where PPC and ads are focused on more targeted long tail keywords that 
represent better chances to convert more focused searchers.

■■ Slide 13: Even though PPC is only 10-15% of clicks, it’s a huge business—search engines like Google 
pay big guarantees to be default search engines on major sources of traffic like browsers, etc. The 
cost shows up as TAC—traffic acquisition cost.

■■ Slides 14–15: Google is the dominant search engine in the US and any country with a romance 
language. Google’s paid advertising program is called AdWords.

By market share (either # of searches or revenues generated) Google is the world leader. YouTube 
alone would be the second biggest search engine in the world.

■■ Slide 16: In countries with a different language/alphabet or legal or political reasons for restricting 
Google, there is often a large national player; Baidu in China, Yandex is Russia, Yahoo Japan in Japan 
(not the same company as the US).

■■ Slide 17: The key metric to track is Conversion Rate—we ultimately care about sales or leads, 
not clicks, which we pay for! Google wants to make money but you can actually optimize your 
AdWords ads for conversions, not clicks—they realize that unless a company can make money from 
search ads, they won’t be a customer for the long term. Here you can see the various metrics that 
companies measure in assessing “conversion” in a PPC strategy. 

■■ Slide 18: Paid search is a modified reverse Dutch auction; this means that the winner pays one cent 
more than they next bidder and so on. There are multiple winners corresponding to the multiple 
positions for ads on search pages. Sometimes it can more efficient to bid for a lower, less expensive 
search position.

Google AdWords Planner: http://AdWords.google.com/start/te/how-it-works/#?modal_active=none; 
The suggested class exercise can provide ideas for a quick hands on experience in of how one uses 
these tools to develop a strategy and budget for PPC campaign. (This exercise can also be used after 
slide 26) 

■■ Slide 19: The foundational benefits of search: broad reach, high ROI, high commercial intent, and 
highly flexible and easy to use.

■■ Slide 20: One of the reasons search is so popular is it’s easy to see the high ROI. Most companies can 
track the PPC ads to the sales they generate.

■■ Slide 21: We sometimes say search engines ‘harvest intent’; a user tells us with a search query what 
they intend to buy. A search advertiser can select those keywords for a targeted ad, show them 
messaging that addresses that intent, and send them to a specialized landing page to ‘harvest’ that 
intent into sales.

■■ Slides 22–25: Walking the class through the math to explain the economics, but also to illustrate 
the point that the market is competitive, well developed, and ultimately the price you can afford 
to pay depends on the ability of your business to convert to sales as much as the auction. And, that 
Google makes a lot of money on the margin here!
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■■ Slide 26: Key point: AdWords uses the CTR of ads as a proxy for what the search user is finding 
relevant—and they make more money that way too!

■■ Slide 27: Members of the class looking for further and more practical training can study and take 
certification exams through the Google Academy for Ads. It’s an excellent professional credential. 
Links to these are listed in the Tools and Resources section of the chapter. You can also introduce 
students to Google Academy for Ads: brief courses for better ad planning, https://landing.google.
com/academyforads/#?modal_active=none. WordStream PPC University offers many short tutorials 
on PPC advertising, https://www.wordstream.com/learn. 

■■ Slide 28: Key terms—AdWords is Google’s paid ads program on its own properties and partners; 
AdWords is hierarchically organized into Accounts, with Campaigns, that ran Ad Groups, filled with 
Ads.

■■ Slide 29: AdWords most recent major change redid the locations of the ads and reduced the amount 
per page from 11 to 8, plus increased the amount of text to basically double the creative space text.

■■ Slide 30: Bigger titles, more text for ads, and some display URL changes (what the user sees and 
where it goes.)

■■ Slide 31: The keyword planner lets an advertiser estimate the amount of traffic and what it will cost 
when running a campaign against selected keywords.

■■ Slide 32: AdWords has extensions—specialized extras that ad more information, and space to ads 
in certain positions (top positions). These can yield extra clicks, with impact to your PPC! Click 
to call for example allows people to call instead of click through to a website—great for small 
businesses like restaurants for example.

■■ Slide 33: The AdWords formula is not only about who bids the most—that’s about 70%. It also takes 
into account the CTR of the ads, which shows user interest and response, and factors about the 
keywords and accounts. This has the effect of making advertisers write more effective and focused 
ads—it’s too expensive to spread the net to unrelated terms.

■■ Slides 34–35: AdWords has built in budgeting tools to ensure advertisers can trust the system 
and be more effective with their budgets, from basic limits and daily caps, to time-based and other 
filters.

■■ Slide 36: A key tool in search targeting is match types. This is how related searches are included or 
excluded from targeting and bidding. Walk through match types, and make sure to mention negative 
match as a way to block unwanted keywords. 

■■ Slide 37: Work through with a specific example, cell phones. You can also use any other.

■■ Slides 38–41: Walk through the definition of Quality Score, and highlight that 30% is related to non-
monetary factors. This provides a key feedback loop for quality and an opportunity for advertisers to 
save big in their campaigns through attention to Quality Score. It’s a way for smaller budgets to beat 
the big guys as well!

■■ Slide 42: The Google Display Network is made up of all the partner sites that use Google AdSense—a 
vast network and often cheaper clicks by an order of magnitude. These are targeted contextually—
based on keywords found on the page in its content—not based on searches typed in by a user. As 
you would imagine, this yields far lower net conversion rates.
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■■ Slide 43: Google Shopping ads appear in searches but are not written creative like a search ad—
they’re data feed driven when Google decides an ad has a commercial basis. We’ll discuss PLAs 
further in a later chapter, but it’s worth noting they are high ROI searches with commercial intent.

■■ Slide 44: YouTube overlays are similar to text ads—however, they’re more like accessible but low 
quality display ads, also contextually targeted.

■■ Slides 45–51: As searches have become more mobile—based on user’s phones—Google has 
emphasized local and mobile factors in its results. So, results that are near to the searcher are more 
important and relevant. Local searches drive users to retail, and mobile is growing fast.

■■ Slide 52: The future of search is wide open. One key area is voice. As people have started to speak 
searches, the mechanics have changed as the user’s voice query is translated into text and then 
matched to relevant results. More importantly, it’s not clear how we can show ads with voice!

■■ Slide 53: Specialty search is growing—YouTube users expect video results, for example, and we 
have search engines for everything from travel to restaurants to GIPHY, offering largest library of 
animated GIFs and stickers—these are a threat to Google’s dominance.

■■ Slide 54: Some search engines differentiate by features like not tracking you (DuckDuckGo) or 
semantic results driven answers. Search is so valuable that innovation continues all the time.

■■ Slides 55–58: Social media is often the starting point for searches and broadly speaking, the linking 
and social signals of sharing can help search determine what’s important for relevance. However, 
social also represents a possible threat to Google and search as people may not see the ads that 
drive the business model. Google does everything it can to see social signals. Twitter results are 
incorporated into Google so it can provide real tie results and get relevant social signals.

Class Exercises

For this chapter, there are several exercises that can revolve around different aspects of Google Search 
Advertising.

First, use the Google AdWords Keyword planner to suggest keywords for an example business, for 
 example “Adventure Travel.” Use this list and the tool to:

■■ Create a sample advertisement that features a creative message with a call to action, and uses the 
keyword targeted. (teaches ad copy writing and using keywords to improve quality score)

■■ Use the bidding tool to see the impact of different budget decisions on the volume of projected 
clicks. (Try 3 different levels: $1, $3, $5 or something similar) Discuss the relationship between the 
bid level and the traffic level—is it linear? (No.)

■■ Using the keywords list, select a sample monthly budget of $10,000. How many clicks are expected? 
Can you change the bidding between the different keywords to increase this? (Show how bidding 
strategy is implemented.)
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Tools and Resources
■■ Here are links to the Google Certification exams for further learning:  
https://support.google.com/partners/answer/3153810?hl=en 

■■ Link to similar exams for the Bing Ads Certification: https://advertise.bingads.microsoft.com/en-us/
resources/training/bing-ads-accredited-professional-training-faq

■■ Google AdWords Planner: http://AdWords.google.com/start/te/how-it-works/#?modal_active=none


